
Asalamu Alaykum , Respected Parents , Staff , Students & Community Members , 

May this newsletter find you in the best spiritual , physical , social and emotional

wellbeing with the Grace of the Almighty . I ’m very excited to share this edition

of our newsletter with you .

We may have started off Term 3 with a lockdown (I ’m so grateful to all my staff ,

students and parents who embraced the opportunity to undertake online

teaching and learning to give our students the opportunity to continue their

studies) however , I believe that this term has been most enjoyable due to the

many activities that we have had .

Our Science Week activity entitled Sunnah Clinic was so well received by all

students who not only learnt about Sunnah Foods , but also its benefits and the

opportunity to enjoy these foods . Special thanks to Sr Dilshaad and the Science

Committee for their preparation of this informative activity . High school was

abuzz with fun , interactive activities organised by Miss Bahwach during lunch

breaks ; the highlight was students making their own icecream . Congratulations

to Br Billal on running our first handball competittion so successfully . 

My sincere gratitude is extended to the Literacy Committee who planned an

amazing Book Week . My heart was filled with happiness to see the children so

happy and excited to see each other dressed in innovative costumes .  I was

especially blown away by the high school staff and students who rose to the

challenge to dress up , parade and participate in our planned activities . Judging

the doors/walls was quite difficult as the talent , workmanship was nothing short

of ‘scenes from a movie set ’ . Now that a precedent has been set I am eagerly

looking forward to #2022BookWeek.

Other events planned include the Annual Quraan & Hifz competition on the 2nd
September 2021 In Sha Allah . A reminder to all parents to kindly return your

children ’s excursion forms (planned for Week 8 & 9) by the due date to avoid

them missing out .

Please save 24th September 2021 as our Parent Teacher Meeting date . If we

have not seen you as yet we hope that you will set aside some time to catch up

with us to see how your children are performing and how we can work together

to give them every opportunity to succeed in achieving their aspirations , 

In Sha Allah !

May Allah هلالج لج continue to guide , protect , shower us with His Mercy and keep us

safe from COVID and any calamities , Ameen Yaa Rabb !

Jazak- Allah Khairun for your support with all our endeavours .

Important Dates
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Term 4 will commence on

Tuesday 12th October 2021

Art Week 25th - 29th October

National Recycling Week 8th -

12th November 

Dr Ahdielah Edries
PRINCIPAL
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Receptions have had a very special celebration in

Term 3 . We celebrated the special milestone of ‘100

DAYS OF RECEPTION ’ . In HASS , we have been

studying what celebrations are and what they look

like . We were very excited to have our own

celebration at school . In preparation of the day , we

coloured and cut out special crowns to wear on the

day . 

On our special day , all our activities revolved

around our magic number 100 ! We made fruit loop

necklaces , iced cookies with the number 100 and

wrote what we would do if we had $100 . We had

shared lunch and a movie to finish off our special

day . 

Reception students really enjoyed their special day . 

RECEPTIONRECEPTIONRECEPTION
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RECEPTIONRECEPTIONRECEPTION



#100DAYS
#100DAYSRECEPTION RECEPTION || 2021 2021

VIDEOVIDEO
CLICK HERECLICK HERE

#100DAYS#100DAYS

https://youtu.be/rilvNvhu2wU
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Term 3 was entirely filled with lots of exciting activities

which kept us so busy that time just flew by . The Literacy

committee had organised a wonderful incursion “Bigger ,

Better , Brighter” for book week and we also had the

Scholastic book fair where students got to choose and

buy from a variety of books .

In Numeracy , students learnt to order shapes and objects

using informal units . They can confidently draw 2D & 3D

shapes and recognise its properties . They can tell the

time to quarter-hour and use a calendar to identify the

date and the months including seasons . Students

explored measuring with informal units such as a string .

In Sports students utmost enjoyed the thrilling

experience of the tug of war and sack race .

In Science , students also made use of the magnifying

glasses to investigate samples of sand and soil .

YEAR 2BYEAR 2BYEAR 2B

They looked at the samples with magnifying glasses

and recorded their observations on the observation

sheet . The Sunnah Food Clinic organised by our

Science committee was an ultimate source of

information for our students to know about Sunnah

food in Islam and its benefits .

In HASS , students are now able to recognise that

places have different meanings for different people

and why the significant features of places should be

preserved . They learnt to spot the special places on

the map of Australia in relation to the special

features .

In Digital Technology students learnt how to use Ms

Paint and they confidently navigated the use of 3D

Paint as well .

We are so proud of Haniya Aamer from 2B  who won

the second place in the Annual Quran competition

this year .

Last but not least a big thank you to all the parents and caregivers for supporting your child in every way you

have . ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAYS !



YEAR 2YEAR 2YEAR 2   
EXCURSIONEXCURSIONEXCURSION
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It has been a truly jam packed term and we have so many

different things to share with you . This term in Mathematics

the children learnt about measurement of length , mass ,

volume and time . We then covered location and position and

the children enjoyed learning about how to use maps and

grids . This coincided with our trip to the zoo and our learning

about explanation texts in English . At the zoo the children

enjoyed feeding the goats , patting the deer and walking

through the aviary where we touched an owl !

I forgot to mention book week ! The children all looked

amazing in their costumes and did an excellent job of

decorating our door with the monster theme that we chose

for our class . They completed book reports about the book

Monsters Inc and created their own posters of monsters .

Everything looked fantastic ! They performed beautifully at

assembly and were very confident . It has been wonderful to

see my students grow as individuals and come out of their

“shells”.

This term as part of Health we also covered protective behaviours and learnt about the different types of

abuse and neglect . We shared our views about what is appropriate touch and learnt about our own bodies .

I ’m so proud of how maturely and intelligently the children studied this topic .

May Allah swt grant you a peaceful and joyful holiday and I hope to see the children return fresh and

vibrant for another wonderful term In Sha Allah .

YEAR 3BYEAR 3BYEAR 3B
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We have had a very enjoyable Term 3 ! 

Students have enjoyed learning about various

topics this term . Some of these topics were Earth

and Space in Science , Probability and Money for

Mathematics and our class novel “The World ’s

Worst Children 3” by David Walliams .

We were very lucky to be able to go for our first

excursion this year where we went to the South

Australian Museum . Students were able to

explore different areas of the museum in their

groups . Some of their favourite exhibitions were

the Giant Squid , Opal Fossils , World Mammals ,

and the South Australian Biodiversity . 

It has been a pleasure teaching all the Year 5

students this year . I am very proud of all their

achievements throughout the year . It has been a

privilege being their teacher for the past 3 terms .

YEAR 5YEAR 5YEAR 5
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Alhamdulillah, with the bounty of Allah Term 3 has come to an end. The seasons are changing and

with it the students at Garden College have traversed. The term started with the great Islamic

Celebration of Eid-ul-Ad-ha. As part of Islamic and Quranic subjects, students, during this time, learnt

about Surat-Al-Hajj and the various aspects accompanied with the Eid celebration. The junior

primary students learnt about the Pillar of Hajj, while the upper primary students learnt about the

Ka’abah’s construction and the physical characteristics of Masjid Al-Haraam in Makkah.

The high school students studied and researched the actions of the Islamic Pilgrimage and its origin

story of Prophet Ibrahim, his wife Haajar, and his son Ismail a’layhimassalam. As the term continued,

students were busy preparing for the Quran Competition which took place in the Garden Mosque.

Students from both high school and primary competed at different levels in their memorisation and

tajweed recitation of various surahs of the Holy Quran. The competition was fierce and judges

struggled to choose the winners out of all the talented participants. May Allah reward them all for

their diligent efforts in learning the Holy Quran. 

Later in the term, students learnt about the Islamic perspective on R U OK? Day and how to bring it

into daily practice. As the term ends we ask Allah to light our path ahead, aid us in all our righteous

endeavours keep us steadfast on the righteous path. Aameen”

Jazak Allah khayran,

Imam Haisam

QURANICQURANICQURANIC   
STUDIESSTUDIESSTUDIES
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As John Irving once said : “You only grow by

coming to the end of something and by

beginning something else”. And so we reach the

end of our Term 3 and almost the end of our

Year 12 ’s long trek . It has been a long time

coming over these last 13 years of their

educational journey but they have practically

reached the finish line . With but only a few more

weeks left of school and then their final exams ,

they are about to witness one door close behind

them , but many open in front of them . Some of

these brave , young and fearless souls will go on

to change the world in ways I can only imagine .

As I type this , their final external assignments

are due and will be sent off for grading to

SACE within the next 24 hours . I will be

waiting with baited breath to see how they all

go and what their achievements are . While it

will be sad to see them leave , I have to

remind myself that some birds aren 't meant

to be caged . Their feathers are just too bright .

And when they fly away , the part of you that

knows it was a sin to lock them up does

rejoice . Still , the place you live in is that much

more drab and empty that they 're gone . But

we will remember them as they go into the

night . They will not vanish from our memories

without a fight ! And they will live on in our

memories for ever as we celebrate and rejoice

in the memory of their time at Garden

College . I know that they will groan and moan

at the thought of missing school , but

whenever I speak to an alumni from our

senior campus , they all say the same thing .

They all mention how much they miss Garden

College and it ’s even a shock to them . 

As one door closes though , another one opens

for us still left behind in their wake . And we

move on to our Year 10 ’s who will be slowly

moving into the place of the seniors of the

school . The Year 10 ’s have been enjoying their

third term with a variety of different subjects and

assignments . In English we were looking at

Harper Lee ’s , To Kill a Mockingbird as a novel

analysis . Although a bit archaic and heavy on the

text , the students rose to the occasion and were

able to show some insightful analysis of the

themes and characters in the novel . They

produced a lot of quality persuasive essays for

the unit and I feel as though they will only get

better as they hone their skills . They got to

celebrate the end of the term with an excursion

to town where they watched a film as well as did

some escape rooms together . It was a great

bonding exercise and fun was had by all . 

Although Book Week was covered in the last

newsletter , as one of the organisers , I can ’t help

but do a shout out to the rest of the committee ,

the students and the principal for letting us

organise such an awesome day . Hopefully we ’ll

be able to bring it even more next year (although

I ’m worried how much it will be amped up now

with the door competition).

That ’s all from me , I hope you all have a safe and

restful holiday . For the Year 12 ’s , use the time

wisely . This is the time to be studying for your

exams , because once you ’re in that room with

the door shut and the paper in front of you ,

there ’s no one else there but you and yourself to

rely on .

Mr Davos

SACE Coordinator / Behaviour Coordinator
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It is with great happiness that I truly thank each and

everyone of my students for putting in their best

efforts with their science work this term . Our

practical lessons in the Science Lab were engaging

and it was lovely seeing the secondary students

eager to conduct experiments that demonstrated

areas of their learning . Science Week was done

differently this year at the secondary campus , the

students and staff had the opportunity to participate

not only during science lessons , but a vast range of

activities and competitions were held at lunch/

recess time , this is where we had the biggest turn

outs !

If you are wondering what Science activities you can

participate in with your children to keep them

curious about science , please check-out : The MOD

Museum and Planetarium at UniSA , The Australian

Space Discovery Centre or even the Aviation or

Maritime Museums at Pt . Adelaide . These will all

provide unique and fun tours for you to enjoy as a

family . 

I wish our students a restful break and hope they

enjoy spending time at home doing things they

enjoy with their families , friends and loved ones . I

pray that you all remain safe and healthy during the

holidays . 

Regards , 

Miss Bahwach

Science Teacher 

Well-Being Coordinator / Daily Organiser 

Student reflections:

Ahmed – Year 8 – I learnt a lot in science this term ,

I learnt how to use a microscope and gained some

understanding of the digestive and respiratory

systems in our body . 

Asmah – Year 9 – I loved Science this term because

we had Science Week which was so fun and the

assignments , we had were really fun as they

involved some real life scenarios . 

Madina – Year 8 – What worked well was that Miss

Bahwach explains everything in detail and when

we have trouble understanding , she puts it in

examples and explains . “Thank You for that !”

Joud – Year 10 – In Science we learnt all about

gravity , the forces of air resistance , thrust , spring

and applied . I enjoyed physic ’s a lot this term ,

however it was very tricky to interpret .
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Term 3 D&T Reflection - Razan - Year 6

What did I learn in D&T this term?
I learnt how to make online graphs and

use them , some things that we can put

into graphs are car sales , age of people ,

height of people , favourite sport etc . I also

learnt how the formulae of sorting data

into cell references . There was easier ways

of doing thing like instead of doing times

tables , adding subtracting and dividing

there is an easier and faster way of doing

it .

What did I like about D&T this term?
I like everything about D&T . My favourite

assignment is the gold mining one

because it was really enjoyable and easy

to do . I love learning about new things in

technology . The first time I learnt

something I think its amazing because I

never knew how to do it before . My

favourite thing of all though was how Mr

C explained the work , he makes the work

seem so much easier and makes learning

really fun . He always has bright smile on

his face and speaks with excitement

which makes me pay so much attention

in my D&T classes . I ’m always looking

forward for Friday so I can have D&T .

The Primary School students learnt all

about Google Sheets in Term 3 but then

tied that knowledge in with Binary Digits ,

Blogs and Saving images to their Google

Drive , to produce some Bitmap images .

This was a highly engaging task and one

that both the Year 4 and 6 teachers

enjoyed completing as well .

DESIGN &DESIGN &DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
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This term students enjoyed learning about

civics and citizenship . They explored topics

such as rights and freedoms in Australia ,

Australian electoral system , and Australian

court system . They participated in different

activities that complimented and enhanced

their learning about these topics .

Year 8 students learnt about the law

making process in the parliaments . They

simulated a session of the House of

Representative where they acted as the

members of the governing and opposing

political parties to debate on the proposed

bills . They also analysed a few case studies

about common law , precedents and

‘Finder ’s Keeper .

Year 9 's learnt about representative

democracy and how political parties

participate in elections . They created their

own political parties and wrote their ideas

and plans . They designed the logos and

websites of their parties . They also elected a

member of parliament in the class to better

understand the preferential voting system .

HUMANITIESHUMANITIESHUMANITIES

Year 10 's compared different

government systems around the

world . They also explored Australia ’s

role and active participation in the

UN ’s peace keeping missions .

Students also presented proposals for

a civic action in the class and selected

one area of development through

consensus , keeping decision-making

models of Oxfam and DAP as a

reference .



We all know that children often have big emotional

reactions to things that sometimes seem to be blown out of

proportion . Children have the same big feelings that we do .

The difference for adults , though , is that we have more life

experience to know how to deal with difficult emotions .

When our children feel fear , anxiety , or anger , they need

our help to learn how to think about and cope with these

emotions . 
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Here are some tips for when you don’t know how to calm your child down:

Don’t join in on their mood.
Yelling at them to be quiet or calm down will only make them more upset .

Name the feeling(s)
Help your child figure out which feeling they are having . Putting a name to it can help

validate their experience . You can ask : Were you angry at me for not buying the toy you

wanted? Were you hurt by what your sister did to you? Can you tell me how you were

feeling so I can understand how to help you? 

Even when you just reflect back to your child the name of the feeling , you will notice

that they feel more calm , because they feel understood by you . 

Normalise the feeling(s)
It can be confusing for a child whose feelings take over and lead to behaviours they may not usually

have. Explain that all people have these feelings sometimes, and we all have to learn how to
manage them. 

Explain that crying or yelling about it will not make

them feel better , but might make them feel worse or

do something that they wouldn ’t usually do . 

Talk about the brain Our brains and our bodies are

connected , and our brains send out signals when we

experience certain “big feelings .”



Explain that we have a part of our brain (thinking brain) that ’s in charge of making

decisions , thinking things through , and managing our emotions . Explain that another

part of our brain (emotional brain) is in charge of important things like breathing ,

digesting food , and holds onto big feelings like anger or anxiety ;  Sometimes this part

of our brain overreacts , and we need to try strategies to calm it down . 

Practice self-regulation skills
When children are calm , their thinking brain is on , and this is the best time to talk to

them about what happened when they were upset . You can come up with a plan for

when their emotional brain tries to take over . Eg . The next time you feel upset , go into

your room and drink some water or read a book until you have calmed down . 

Encourage taking a break (not a timeout): 
Deep breathing , releasing angry energy by exercising , and relaxation strategies like 

coloring , listening to Quran etc . Practice these repeatedly when they are calm . Helping

your child begin to recognize their body ’s early signs of a big feeling (heart racing ,

clenched jaw , etc .) can help them learn when to use their self-regulation skills .

Use the image below to practice your deep breathing with your child . This will slow the

heart rate down when they (or you !) are upset and allow both of you to think more

clearly and calmly . 

May Allah Subhānahu wa-ta ʿālā allow us to raise kind , empathetic and generous

Muslims . 

 

Miss . Rufia Valiff

School Counsellor

Keep Updated - Subscribe to our
YouTube channel and like our

FaceBook page

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAu8b2_z9H197nrdrwU7EtQ
https://www.facebook.com/gardencollege

